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By L~[0, 1] we mean as usual the space of complex-valued measurable 
functions defined on [0, 1] whose pth powers are integrable. By L~[a, b] 
where 0 ~ a ~ b ~ 1 we shall mean here the closed subspace of L~[0, 1] 
consisting of functions vanishing a.e. on the complement of [a, b]. The 
support of a funct ionf  defined on [0, 1] is defined as usual as the complement 
of the largest open subset of [0, 1] where f ---- 0 a.e. and we write Spt (f).  
The convolution of f  and g in LI[0 , 1] is defined as usual as 
f ,g  = ( f ,g)  (x) = f : f (x  --  y)  g(y) dy = g, f .  
We recall that f ,g  E LI[0 , 1] and that convolution is associative. We write 
f*'~ for f ,  f ,  . . . ,  f (n factors). We can now state the theorem mentioned in 
the title. 
TITCHMARSH'S THEOREM ON CONVOLUTION. I f  the functions f and g are 
in LI[0 , 1]; i f  f ,  g = 0 a.e. in [0, 1]; and i f  O ~ Spt ( f )  then g = 0 a.e. in [0, 1]. 
There are several proofs in the literature: Titchmarsh [1, 2], Crum [3], 
Dufresnoy [4, 5], Mikusifiski and Ryll-Nardzewski ((i): [6-9] and [I0, 
pp. 385-396]; (ii): [10, pp. 20-23]; (iii): [10, pp. 20-22] with [11]), Lions [12], 
Boas [20], Koosis [21], and Lax [22]. 
Our proof is entirely self-contained and is based on an interesting connec- 
tion between this theorem and the linear transformation S defined on Lz[0, 1] 
by (Sf)  (x) ---- fo f (y  ) dy. I f  we write u = u(x) for the function identically 1 
on [0, 1] then we can write Sf  = u , f .  Gelfand [13] raised the question of 
finding necessary and sufficient conditions in order that the linear combina- 
tions off, Sf, S% "." be dense in L~[0, 1]. Let us call a linear transformation A 
mapping a linear space L into itself cyclic if there exists an element f ~ L 
with the property that f ,  Af ,  AZf, "" and their linear combinations are dense 
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in L and let us call such an element f a cyclic element (or cyclic vector, or 
cyclic function). Gelfand's question can then be stated thus: find a necessary 
and sufficient condition in order that a function f ~ Lz[0, 1] be cyclic for S 
(of course the function u is cyclic for S). Such a condition turns out to be 
"0 ~ Spt ( f )" .  Another way of looking at this problem is to seek closed sub- 
spaces L of L~[0, 1] which are invariant under S (i.e., closed subspaces L
such that SL ~_ L). It turns out that these invariant subspaces are precisely 
the subspaces L2[a , 1] for all a c [0, 1] ; that the restriction S~ of S to L2[a , 1] 
is always cyclic; and that a functionf~ E L2[a, 1] is cyclic for S a if and only if 
a c Spt (f~). Thus the investigation of the invariant subspaces of S provides 
a solution of Gelfand's problem. There are two essentially distinct proofs of 
the facts concerning S in the literature: one is based on Titchmarsh's 
Theorem on Convolution: Donoghue [14], Kalisch [15], Sahnovi~ [16]; 
the other uses Livgic's theory of characteristic matrix functions of certain 
nonself-adjoint operators in Hilbert space [17]: Brodskii [18] and Brodskif 
and Liv~ic [19]. The present paper takes advantage of this connection by 
basing a proof of Titchmarsh's theorem on the following. In analogy with 
the facts concerning finite matrices M with the property that the lattice of 
invariant subspaces of the linear transformation given by M is linearly 
ordered if and only if the Jordan canonical form of M has but a single block or 
"cell", we call following Brodskii (see [19]) a linear transformation unicellular 
if its lattice of closed invariant subspaces i  linearly ordered. The remarkable 
fact is that Titchmarsh's theorem is equivalent to the following theorem. 
THEOREM ON TVlE UNICELLULARITY Or S. Let (Sf) (x) = f~f(y) dy be a 
linear transformation " o of L2[0 , 1] = L= ~nto itself. Then the only cl sed subspaceg 
of L= which are invariant under S are the subspaces L=[a, 1] for all a ~ [0, 1]. 
Our proof below is patterned after Brodski/'s [18] except hat we make it 
self-contained by proving directly for our transformation S those facts from 
the Liv~ic theory which are needed. Before proceeding with the proof of the 
uniceUularity theorem, we show how to deduce Titchmarsh's theorem from 
it. We show at the end of this paper how we can, conversely, deduce the 
unicellularity of S from Titchmarsh's theorem. 
PROOF OF TITCHMARSH'S THEOREM. Consider first the case where f and g 
are continuous but otherwise satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. Then 
f ,g  = 0 implies that for all positive integers n we have u*'%f,g ~ O. The 
closure of the linear combinations off ,  Sf  = u , f ,  S2f = u*'~,f, .'. in L2[0 , 1] 
is invariant under S and hence by the unicellularity theorem for S must be 
of the form L2[a , 1] ; since 0 ~ Spt (f) by hypothesis, we conclude that a = 0. 
Let x=l  in (u * '~ , f .g ) (x )= f~(S~f ) (y )g (x - -y )dy=O for n>~l  as 
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well as in f ,g  = 0. Then we see that the function g(1 - -y )  is orthogonal to f ,  
Sf, S2f, -", i.e., to all of L2[O , 1], so that g is identically zero. Thus the theorem 
is true for continuous f and g. To prove the general case, we observe that 
f ,g  = 0 a.e. implies that (u. f ) . (u .g)  = 0 where u, f  and u.g are continuous 
but otherwise satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. Hence by the first part 
of the proof, u.g is identically zero and hence g = 0 a.e. in [0, 1]. QED. 
The proof of the unicellularity theorem is based on the following. 
LEMMA. Let the bounded linear transformation A on a Hilbert space H have 
the following two properties: 
(I) E = (A + A*) H has dimension 1. 
(II) A is cyclic with cyclic element e where e spans E. 
Then i f  the nonzero subspace H o of H is invariant under A, the following two 
statements are true: 
(i) H o is not orthogonal to E. 
(ii) The restriction Ao of A to H o also satisfies ( I )  and ( I I )  above where we 
write E o =- (A o + Ao) H o and where e o spans E o. 
Furthermore ~f Ho = Pol l  where 19o is the orthogonal projeetion on Ho we have 
Po E = E o. (1) 
PROOF, 
nonzero real number and we have for all h e H 
(A + A*) h = a(h, e) e. 
We also have for all ho e H o 
Aoh o = PoAoho = PoAho .
We next prove the following: 
Aoho = PoAoho = PoA ho 
for all h o ~ H 0. 
For, consider for go ~ Ho the equations 
(A*oho, go) = (ho, Aogo) = (ho, Ago) = (A*ho, go). 
Then (A o - -  A*) H o is orthogonal to H o and 
Po(Ao --  A*) H o = (0) 
so that (4) is proved. 
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The equation (A + A*) H = E implies 
(A + A*) E ~ = (0) (5) 
where E l is the orthogonal complement of E in H. We use this to prove (i): 
I f  H o were orthogonal to E we could conclude that for all h o ~ H o and for all 
.nonnegative integers n the following equations are valid: 
0 = (A~ho, e) = ± (A*~ho, e) = ± (ho, A~e) 
so that H 0 = (0) by (II) which is a contradiction which proves (i). Thus 
Po E # (0) (6) 
as Po is the orthogonal projection onto the invariant subspace H o. 
Equations (3) and (4) imply 
Eo = (Ao + Ao) Ho = Po(A + A*) H o 
_ P0(A + A*) H = Po E. 
(7) 
Since Po E has dimension one by (6), all we need in order to verify (I) for A o 
and to prove (1) is the fact that E o =/= (0). In the contrary case, (7) would 
imply that Po(A + A*)h  o ~ 0 for all h o ~ Ho; but then (2) implies that 
Po(A + A*) h o -~ a(ho, e) Po e = O. By (6), Po e # 0 so that H a is orthogonal 
to E which by (i) is impossible for nonzero invariant subspaces H o. Thus (I) 
for A o and (1) are proved. 
We now turn to assertion (II) for Ao. Thus let E o be spanned by e o and call 
H o the orthogonal complement in H 0 of the subspace of H o spanned by eo, 
Aoeo, A]e o, "". We wish to show that H o = (0). In the contrary case we have 
first of all that H~ is orthogonal to E o. Then Eq. (5) (for A o and Eo) implies 
t * r 
that on H o we have A o = -- A o. But then h' o E H o implies that 
t + le0  * t 0 (ho, A o ) = (Aoho, ~ Aoeo) (Aoho, = _ Aoeo) 
t 
so that Aoh o ~ Ho, i.e., H o is invariant under A 0 and hence under A. But 
H o = Polio is orthogonal to E o = Po E so that H o is also orthogonal to E. 
We now apply (i) again and conclude that H o = (0) and thus (II) is true for 
A o. This concludes the proof of the Lemma. 
PROOF OF THE UNICELLULARITY THEOREM. We apply the Lemma to the 
particular case H = L2[0, 1], Af= S f  = f : f (y )  dy. We observe that S and 
any of its restrictions to invariant subspaces have 0 as the only point in their 
spectra. 
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Let  H o be a subspace of H invariant under S such that H o is different from 
(0) and from H. Let  S o be the restriction of S to H o. Since 
1 
(s + s*)f = f fly) dy, 
0 
we may take e to be the function identically equal to 1 on [0, 1]. Let  e o ~ E o 
be so chosen that when we write e o = soe + e ± with e ± ~_ E ±, s o is a non- 
negative real number.  We also desire ]] e o [] = ]] e ]] = 1. Since s o = (co, e) 
and sicce H o is different f rom (0) and H, we conclude that s o satisfies the 
inequalit ies 0 < s o < 1. Now write e = te o + e~ with eo x ~ E l ;  since 
t =(e ,  eo) =s  o =s  o 
we have e = Soe o + e~ so that Po e : Soe o. Equations (5) and (7) imply that 
(S  o + So)  e o = s~e o and we have 
(So + So) ho = So(ho, co) eo (2') 
for all h o E H o. 
We prove next the crucial fact that e o as just defined is the characteristic 
function c[l_sg,1](t ) of the interval [1 - -  So 2, 1]. To  that end we first of all 
check by direct computat ion that 
((s-=I)-V)(.) : -=- i f ( . ) -  z-' f lexp (~) f (Odt  (8) 
where I is the identity linear transformation ; this equation implies 
~,'; f]~_ .9 
1 ( (So  _ z i ) ) _~ eo, Poe) ~, , ( (S  O - -  z I ) - i  eo, Co) = So 
Define 
1 
= "~ ( (Po(So  - -  z I )  -1 co, e) 
S o 
I 
= ± ( (So - z1 ) -1  Co, e) 
$0 
(9) 
Fo(z  ) = 1 - -  s~( (S  o - -  z I )  -1 e o, Co). 
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The identity 
- -  (2:1 + "~2) (S ;  - -  ~2I) -1 (S  O - -  Z l I )  -1 
= (So - zd )  -1 + (So - ~) -1  - (So - ~ I )  -1 (So + so)  (So - zd )  -~ 
implies that 
- -  (~'1 -}- Z-~.o) ( (S  0 - -  %11) -1 eo, (So - -  z21) -1 eo) 
_~ (z 1 _ ~)  ((So _ ~[ ) - t  (S  O _ z l i ) - I  eo ' eo )
= ((So - zd )  -1 eo, eo) + ( (So - ~ I )  -1 eo, eo) 
- -  ( (S  0 - -  ~2I) -1 (S  0 + S ; )  (S  O - -  g l I )  -1 eo, ~ :io) 
= ((S o - -  z l I )  -1 eo, eo) + ((So - -  ~ I )  -1 eo, eo) 
- So~((So - zd )  -1 eo, Co) ( (So - -  ~ I )  -1 eo, ~o) 
= So2((1 - -  Fo(Zl) F0(z2)); 
the next to the last equality is a consequence of (2'). Thus  if - -  z~ = z2 = z 
we obtain 
Yo(--  z) Fo(£ ) = 1 (10) 
identically. 
We already noted that the spectrum of S o consists of 0 alon T ~ 
Go(z ) -~ Fo(z -~) is an entire function and (10) implies that it has no ze, 
We now calculate the expansion 
Go(z ) = 1 - -  s~((S o - -  z-~I) -~ e o, eo) 
oo 
= 1 + ~S~o~ ~ ~ (So%, eo) 
i=0 
: 1 + s~z + .... (11) 
Our next task is to estimate II S~ II. Since II S~ II ~< II SJ II and 
(SJf) (x) = [1/( j  - -  1)!] f (x - -  y) J -Xf(y)  ay, 
d 0 
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an easy calculation shows that I I SJl! ~ (l/j!) so that Go(z ) has order at 
most one; since it is not a constant and has no zeros, it has order exactly one 
and (11) implies that 
Go(z ) ~ exp (s~z). (12) 
Equations (9) and (12) imply that 
1 
%'[I - -  G0(z)] = --  zso 1 fo e°(t) exp [z(1 --  t)] at 
= s~'[l --  exp (s02z)] 
which furnishes us an integral equation for eo(t ) whose unique solution is 
eo(t ) = SolC[l_G1](t). We are now ready to apply part (ii) of the Lemma which 
states that S o satisfies (II) ; that is, the linear combinations of eo, Soeo, S2oeo, "" 
are dense in H 0 so that H o is precisely Lo[1 -- So 2, 1]. Since these spaces are 
invariant under S for all s o e [0, 1], the assertion of the unicellularity theorem 
is proved. 
The property of nnicellularity is known to be true for a much wider class 
of linear transformations and spaces (see Donoghue [14] and Kalisch [15]). 
We conclude this paper by showing briefly how unicellularity of S on 
L~[O, 1] (1 ~< p < oo) can be deduced from Titchmarsh's theorem. It suf- 
fices to show that i f f  ~ L~[O, 1] and 0 ~ Spt (f) thenf i s  cyclic for S. A change 
of scale completes the argument for functions in L~[a, 1] with a ~ Spt (f). 
Thus suppose that the theorem were false, i.e., suppose that there were a 
function g not 0 a.e. in L~, (lip + 1/p' = I) such that f~ (S~f) (x) g(x) dx = 0 
for all non-negative integers n. Then I~ [(S --  z-l°I)-lf] (x) g(x) dx = 0 
identically which implies by (8) that ': 
1 1 x 
--z f f(x)g(x)dx--z' f f cxp(z(x--t))f(t)g(x)dtdx 
0 0 0 
is identically 0 so that f l  J'~exp [ z (x -  t)]f(t)g(x)dt dx is identically 0. 
o ~ , °o  ~ .  ) . , f (  .g ( )  But this latter expresm n gcmals [ lexp (zt fl x -  t) x dx dt which, 
being identically O, implies that . [~f(~-  t)g(x) dx = 0 a.e. for 0 ~ t ~ 1. 
A simple change of variables hows that Titchmarsh's theorem is applicable 
and the hypothesis that 0 ~ Spt ( f )  implies finally that g = 0 a.e., a contra- 
diction which proves the unicellularity theorem. 
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